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YBCO superconductors as bulk materials suffer from limitation in the heat conduction which conditions and limits transport current
capabilities, as desired for practical devices like current limiters. A way of facilitating heat exchanges with the sample's exteriors is to
design percolating holes in the materials in which a cryofluid could help the heat tranfers. However, designing holes may perturbate
the actual structure, microstructure and texture of the material which in turns diminishes superconducting properties. Here we would
like to examine to which extent holes fashioned in the initial powders perturbates the resulting growth and properties of the melt
grown samples.
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Quantitative Textures of porous YBaCuO bulk prepared by infiltration and melt

growth process

S. Meslin, D. Chateigner and  J.G. Noudem,

CRISMAT-ENSICAEN, UMR 6508 Caen

Introduction

Yttrium compounds of the so-called "Y-123" phase (Y1Ba2Cu3O7) are the most promising
high-Tc superconductors to date, for several practical applications. Quantitative texture inputs
focussed up to now on single-domain bulk and/or coated/coating conductors tapes, in view of
their potential use as motors, fault current limiter (FCL), current leads [1, 2, 3] or cables [4,
5]. However, flywheels and current leads or limiters need large Y123 ceramics with a grain
oriented texture. We have developed a new methodology of artificially patterned holes for
bulk texturation based on an infiltration process (figure 1a). Using this technique, highly
anisotropic Y123 single-domains are obtained with c-axes perpendicular to the sample
surface, favouring the (a,b) planes current transport. Furthermore, thanks to the relative ease
in the parameters control (sample composition, oxygenation, temperature, and time), the Y123
phase is amenable to a very high degree of preferred orientation, as controlled using classical
X-rays, as necessary for transport applications.

Problematic

The critical current of such compounds remains closely sensitive to the quality of the grain
boundaries, somehow linked to such factors like growth rate, textural and microstructural
relationships between phases, composition variations ..... However, if diffraction gives access
to the structure, texture, particle sizes, microstrains, phase ratio, residual stresses ... all these
influencing parameters have to be treated together in a non destructive way in order to
understand the behaviour of real, sophisticated samples such as ours. The use of the so-called
"combined" approach, which we developed for some years now [6], is then essential in order
to take account of all the above-mentioned contributions. In order to prepare this work aiming
to relate texture-microstructure-structure and physical properties, we operated preliminary 4-
circle XRD measurements using a curved position sensitive detector at our laboratory. The
{005/104/014} multipole figure measured on the surface of disc samples revealed a strong
single-domain like texture with c-axes parallel to the axial pressure (figure 1b). However,
only poor grain and phase representativity (statistics) could be obtained using X-rays, mainly
because of a too much low number of grains in the probed volume, strongly highlighting the
necessity of neutron investigations. Also, if the surface characterisation will still be probed
with x-rays, samples cores are very fastidious to reliably characterise this and the additional
information of both probes will be a plus to detect depth-related variations. We then want to
determine on our samples, the textures, microstructures, structures, phase ratios, of all the
phases in presence, in order to correlate them to the resulting macroscopic properties
(transport critical current density, resistivity, magnetization and trapped field measurements).

Samples and required beam time allocation

Approximately 40 samples prepared in various temperature, pO2 and annealing conditions
have been obtained, and their transport critical current densities and magnetic properties
measured. From the the x-ray estimated texture strength and thanks to our experience of such
systems at ILL (D1B), each samples will represent approximately 4 hours of acquisition time,
mounting and motor position dead-time included. These scanning estimates allow the 40
samples to be measured in approximately 7 days. If the motor dead-time could be reduced,



each won second (actually 7 seconds of positionning are needed) would be 0.4h of gain per
sample, i.e. some 2 days for 3 sec/sample for the whole series. We then ask for 7 days of
beam time allocation for, aiming in finding by then a solution to this difficult dead time
problem (which represents nearly 80% of the allocated time for such samples). Three
experimentalists will relay on the experiment. The sample batch is composed of three series.
The first one represents samples obtained by conventionnal Melt textured growth. The second
series consists of samples infiltrated at various temperatures and source composition. Finally,
a series of various porous Y123 textured bulk have been prepared.

Figure 1 : a) Melt textured porous Y123 ceramic material and b) X-ray diffraction {005/104/014}multipole
figure, with c-axes perpendicular to the sample surface (projection plane).
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